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Abstract Humans communicate with different modalities. We offer an account of
multi-modal meaning coordination, taking speech-gesture meaning coordination
as a prototypical case. We argue that temporal synchrony (plus prosody) does not
determine how to coordinate speech meaning and gesture meaning. Challenging
cases are asynchrony and broadcasting cases, which are illustrated with empirical
data. We propose that a process algebra account satisfies the desiderata. It models
gesture and speech as independent but concurrent processes that can communicate
flexibly with each other and exchange the same information more than once. The ac-
count utilizes the ψ-calculus, allowing for agents, input-output-channels, concurrent
processes, and data transport of typed λ -terms. A multi-modal meaning is produced
integrating speech meaning and gesture meaning into one semantic package. Two
cases of meaning coordination are handled in some detail: the asynchrony between
gesture and speech, and the broadcasting of gesture meaning across several dia-
logue contributions. This account can be generalized to other cases of multi-modal
meaning.
Keywords: multi-modal meaning, speech-gesture meaning coordination, process algebra,
ψ-calculus, typed λ -calculus, λ -ψ-calculus
1 Introduction
Humans do not only communicate by speech. Information can also be communicated
with body postures, eye gazes, co-speech gestures, facial expressions, intonation,
etc. If any of the latter accompany speech, it seems natural to assume that they build
a meaning unit for the speaker and the recipient, as McNeill (1992) and others argue.
Visual or auditory cues can interact differently with speech (e.g., Ekman & Friesen
* We would like to thank four anonymous reviewers, and (in alphabetical order) Chris Barker, Robin
Cooper, Elena Gregoromichelaki, Florian Hahn, Julian Hough, Ruth Kempson, Andy Lücking, the
editor Louise McNally, and especially Jim Pryor for valuable comments or discussion. We are also
grateful to the audiences in Bielefeld, Bochum, Ghent, Gothenburg, Munich, Stuttgart, and Toulouse.
This paper builds on the following conference proceedings: Rieser 2015, 2017, Lawler et al. 2017.
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1969): They can provide complementary information to the information provided
by speech. For instance, a deictic gesture can specify the locale in question, or a
roundish iconic gesture can indicate the shape of the object described by speech.
Visual or audible cues can enrich speech information (e.g., Slama-Cazacu 1976,
Ladewig 2014, Schlenker 2018), such as gesticulating the shape of an object instead
of using an adjective. Gesture information can also disambiguate speech information.
Consider Figure 1:1
Figure 1 The speaker draws two lines, first straight ahead, and then towards each
other. He utters (German): Das Rathaus ist [dreigeschossig (pause)]
wie ein Hufeisen. English: The town hall is [three stories tall (pause)]
like a horseshoe. (Brackets mark the gesture overlap.) The town hall is
depicted next to the stills.
The speaker gesticulates a cornered horseshoe while describing a town hall.
Since a horseshoe could be round or cornered (as in a classroom), the gesture
disambiguates which kind of horseshoe form is meant. Visual or audible cues can
also provide the audience with meta-information, such as irony indicated by some
intonation patterns (e.g., Kreuz & Roberts 1995, Bryant & Fox Tree 2005, Schlöder
2017) or a skeptical facial expression (e.g., Attardo et al. 2003, Deliensa et al.
2018). We have also explored the contribution of attention and perceptual focus
(Velichkovsky et al. 1996, Clermont et al. 1998), pointing gestures (Lücking et al.
2015), and other dialogue relevant gestures (Rieser 2011, Rieser et al. 2012) to the
overall communicated meaning.
In all these cases, the speaker communicates what we dub a multi-modal meaning.
The pieces of information communicated via different channels (e.g., visual and
audio-acoustic) constitute the overall communicated meaning. To formally model
this idea of a multi-modal meaning, one needs a unified formal framework. In this
paper, we provide a novel process algebra framework for modeling the combination
or coordination of speech meaning and non-speech meaning. The key idea is to model
the dynamics of this meaning interaction in terms of independent but concurrent
processes that can flexibly interact with each other. As we show, such an approach
has important advantages compared to other multi-modal meaning accounts. We
1 The video for this datum cannot be made available due to protection of privacy.
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illustrate our approach with co-speech gestures, which we take to be a paradigmatic
case of multi-modal meaning. But we indicate how our account can be used for other
modalities.
Any formal model of non-speech meaning needs to address how non-speech
meaning is fixed. For instance, one needs a mapping from annotated eye gaze or
gesture information to some (propositional or sub-propositional) semantic repre-
sentation. In this paper, we work with a standard approach to fixing the meaning of
co-speech gestures, as we explain in Section 2. Any account of non-speech meaning
also needs to address how non-speech meaning contributes to the overall commu-
nicated meaning. In this paper, we focus on the independence and concurrency of
speech and gesture. To simplify the illustration of our framework, we assume that
gesture meaning and speech meaning combine to a single complex proposition.2
We also assume that all meaning contributions can be modeled among others with a
typed λ -calculus. It is important to stress that the key properties of our framework
do not hinge on these assumptions. Our account could be adapted for different sets
of hypotheses.
We proceed as follows: In Section 2, we introduce basic information about
co-speech-gestures and working hypotheses about gesture meaning. In Section 3,
we specify challenges for the hypothesis that the temporal synchrony of speech and
gesture (plus prosody information) determines how to coordinate their meanings.
Challenging cases are asynchrony cases, where the gesture stroke comes substantially
earlier or later than the suitable speech part, and what we dub broadcasting cases,
where the gesture meaning is combined with speech meaning more than once. The
empirical examples that illustrate these cases also underline that gesture meanings
need to be modeled independently of speech. In Section 4, we specify desiderata
for a speech-gesture meaning coordination account. We need a framework that fully
acknowledges both the independence and the concurrency of speech and gesture,
that encodes an incremental processing of semantic information, and that enables
pieces of information to interact flexibly and more than once. In Section 5, we
show that existing co-speech gesture accounts do not deal with all these challenges.
In Section 6, we argue that a process algebra account, based on the ψ-calculus,
fits the bill, and we describe its basics. It treats gesture and speech as independent
processes that operate concurrently, can communicate with each other flexibly, and
can exchange the same information more than once. We illustrate our account by
combining the ψ-calculus with an ordinary typed λ -calculus. In Section 7, we apply
the process algebra account to two empirical examples, and in Section 8, we indicate
how it can be used for other modalities.
2 We assume that gesture meaning contributes what is called at-issue content. Others have argued that
gesture meaning contributes non-at issue content (for more on this topic see, e.g., Ebert & Ebert
2014, Schlenker 2018, Esipova 2018, 2019). We briefly describe some accounts in Section 5.
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2 A case study: Co-speech gestures
Co-speech gestures are spontaneous movements of hands or fingers that do not
have a lexical meaning. We include all gestures that accompany a speech portion
(perhaps interspersed with pauses). Examples of such gestures are pointing gestures
and iconic gestures, like the iconic gesture in Figure 1. On Kendon’s continuum
(Figure 2), such gestures are located at the top. Among other things, this continuum
is set up by how much the properties of gesture types resemble linguistic properties.
The bottom is made up of sign languages. They have standards of form, a syntax,
and so forth.
Figure 2 Kendon’s continuum (described in McNeill 1992: p. 37)
We work with a speech-gesture corpus that has been annotated guided by annota-
tion manuals and statistically evaluated, namely the Speech and Gesture Alignment
(SaGA) corpus. These annotations were shown to be reproducible (Lücking et al.
2013: sect. 2.2). Although we focus in this paper on modeling how to coordinate
speech meaning and gesture meaning, we need some working hypotheses about
gesture meaning to illustrate our account: We proceed from the popular assumption
that the morphological features of the gesture stroke (i.e., its kinetic peak) determine
the gesture’s meaning, such as the handshape used, the shape of trajectory drawn,
etc.3 Such an account was first suggested by Kopp et al. (2004). The basic assump-
tion is that these features are not arbitrary. The gesture’s morphology is described
by attribute-value pairs.4 For an example see Figure 3, which analyzes the gesture
in Figure 1.5 One can compute a gesture’s meaning by mapping its attribute-value
matrix (AVM) onto a logical formula.
3 Elsewhere, we argue that the meaning of co-speech gestures depends on the meaning of the accom-
panying speech (Lawler et al. 2017, Rieser & Lawler 2020). For more see Footnote 33. For other
thoughts on the meaning dependency see, e.g., Lücking 2013: pp. 197-198, Han et al. 2017.
4 We do not factor in the gesture space. Our corpus data show that gesture space varies individually
in use, extent and position, and that the extent of a gesture is often not proportional to the object
depicted.
5 These annotations are not static because transitions between movements are represented. Their level
of fine-grainedness (e.g., one vs. two lines) was tested using computer simulation techniques (Lücking
et al. 2013). Dynamic gestures have been successfully simulated using the annotations.
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left hand (selected annotation) right hand (selected annotation)
attribute value attribute value
gesture kind drawing gesture kind drawing
wrist movement forward>right wrist movement forward>left
path of wrist movement line>line path of wrist movement line>line
two handed configuration mirror-sagittal two handed configuration mirror-sagittal
Figure 3 An AVM of the gesture stroke in Figure 1. The ‘>’ represent the transi-
tions between movements, i.e., the change of hand configurations. The
right and the left hand draw two lines in gesture space, while facing
each other in a mirror-sagittal manner.
We assume that the meaning of iconic gestures is sub-propositional, functioning
as a modifier, predicate, full noun phrase, or referring expression. For instance, the
gesture in Figure 1 could function as modifying the descriptive information conveyed
by the noun phrase horseshoe. The town hall looks like a cornered horseshoe rather
than a round one. So-called postholds of a gesture are holds of the gesture stroke’s
hand-configuration. We follow McNeill et al. (2001), Enfield (2004), and Krifka
(2007) in assuming that postholds prolong the stroke and its meaning.
Lastly, we focus on iconic gestures. In previous research, we examined other
kinds of gestures, such as pointing gestures (Lücking et al. 2015) or gestures that
regulate discourse (Hahn & Rieser 2011, Rieser 2011), and we analyzed “mixed”
gestures that exhibit iconic and interactive meanings (e.g., postholds that maintain
the topic). However, treating all kinds of gestures here would take us too far afield.
As will be evident later, our account can in principle accommodate all of them.
3 Challenges for coordinating speech meaning and gesture meaning
A natural starting point for coordinating speech meaning and gesture meaning
is the temporal overlap of speech and gesture. We first introduce accounts that
implement this idea — either in isolation or together with prosody information.
Then, we describe two substantial challenges to these accounts that we illustrate
with empirical examples.
3.1 Coordinating speech meaning and co-speech gesture meaning via tempo-
ral synchrony
In his seminal book Hand and Mind: What Gestures Reveal about Thought (1992),
McNeill suggests a rule for speech-gesture meaning coordination. Its basic idea is that
the temporal overlap of speech and gesture determines their meaning coordination.
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Gesticulation is aligned with semantically matching speech. McNeill’s Semantic
Synchrony Rule (SSR) is as follows (1992: p. 27):
Semantic synchrony means that the two channels, speech and gesture,
present [the] same meaning at the same time. The rule can be stated
as follows: If gestures and speech co-occur they must cover the same
idea unit.
So, McNeill assumes that co-occurring gesture and speech semantically cover the
same idea unit. An idea unit is a meaning unit above the lexical level, for instance, a
verb phrase’s meaning. To “present the same meaning” means that the same idea
unit is presented. They can do so in a complementary or more redundant way. His
example is a speaker who utters he bends it [i.e., a tree] way back and in parallel
gesticulates the fastening of the tree. The fastening information complements the
speech information. Together they express the idea unit that a character is seizing
a tree and bending it back (1992: p. 27). According to McNeill, multiple gestures
represent the idea unit from different perspectives. Multiple speech clauses that
overlap with a single gesture could be problematic for SSR. But McNeill is confident
that the cases are ones where the second clause is semantically a continuation of
the gesture stroke (1992: pp. 28-29). If he were right, an answer to the coordination
question might be simple: The time span of the speech-gesture overlap determines
what speech meaning a given gesture modifies or supplements.
Yet, although SSR works for several paradigmatic cases, subsequent research has
challenged it. Upon closer examination, gesture and speech often do not operate in
one-to-one temporal synchrony. This becomes clear when one considers annotated
data which are time-stamped. A gesture stroke can come substantially earlier or
later than its semantically matching speech (for an overview of the literature, see,
e.g., Wagner et al. 2014). For instance, a gesture meaning in the role of a modifier
may have to wait until it meets a noun meaning it can combine with. We illustrate
asynchrony cases with examples in Section 3.3.
3.2 Coordinating speech meaning and co-speech gesture meaning via tempo-
ral synchrony plus prosody information
Several researchers proposed that a temporal constraint together with prosody infor-
mation is decisive for speech-gesture meaning coordination. Kendon (1972, 1980,
2004), in his work on gestures and natural conversation, observed that gesture strokes
are correlated with the onset of a stressed nuclear syllable. McNeill captured this
observation in his Phonological Synchrony Rule (1992: p. 26):
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The synchrony rule at this level is that the stroke of the gesture pre-
cedes or ends at, but does not follow, the phonological peak syllable
of speech (Kendon 1980).
The relation between stroke and nuclear stress has been further explored; for
example, McNeill et al. (2001) demonstrate how motion, prosody, intention, and
discourse structure are aligned.
This research and work by Johnston (1998) inspired grammar-bound models
of speech-gesture integration, such as HPSG approaches (see, e.g., Alahverdzhieva
& Lascarides 2010, Lücking 2013), to employ nuclear stress for modeling speech-
gesture integration. These accounts combine a temporal constraint with a phono-
logical constraint differently. Alahverdzhieva & Lascarides (2010) employ prosodic
word accounts and Klein’s (2000) approach to represent phonological structures in
an HPSG format to introduce new constraints for speech-gesture coordination (see,
e.g., their Situated Prosodic Phrase Constraint).6 More recently, Alahverdzhieva
et al. (2017) introduced options for relaxing this constraint using defeasible infer-
ence. Lücking (2013) proposes an alternative: Observing the difference between
meter (accent) and rhythm (phonological phrase or tone unit), he stresses a gesture’s
relation to the information structure of the utterance as manifested in a phonological
phrase. The gesture affiliate (the speech portion it is associated with) bears marked
accent in the sense of Engdahl & Vallduví (1994, 1996), i.e., it is focused. The accent
is on a phonological word.7
Exploring the depths and challenges of these approaches would take us too far
afield here. For instance, it is controversial whether grammar and phonology can
be so closely aligned or whether they enjoy independence (cf., e.g., Elordieta 2008,
Wagner 2015).8 There also does not seem to be a full algorithmic theory of intonation
in sight.9 However, for our purposes, these controversies do not matter. Even if
grammar and phonology could be aligned, there are more substantial problems
regarding speech-gesture coordination: As we show in what follows, such accounts
cannot do justice to the variety of asynchrony cases and to what we call broadcasting
cases. The upshot of our analysis is that neither the temporal overlap nor the prosodic
6 Klein (2000) uses prosodic words and metrical trees to represent phonological structures in an HPSG
format. Metrical trees model stress assignment in an intonation phrase or tone unit. Using a function
mkMtr (make metrical tree), prosodic constituents are set up based on syntactic ones.
7 How intonation structures work in certain types of dialogue is shown in Couper-Kuhlen (2005, 2014).
8 Considering syntax-prosody mismatches as the only relevant datum and thus in contrast to Klein
2000, Haji-Abdolhosseini (2003) develops a calculus of pitch accents and information structure which
does not depend on syntax.
9 Loehr (2007)’s data suggest that there is no one-to-one mapping between syntax, tone units, and
gesture phrases.
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accent (plus some temporal constraint) fully determines how to coordinate speech
meaning and gesture meaning.
3.3 Challenging cases: Asynchrony cases and broadcasting cases
Two substantial challenges for a promising coordination account are asynchrony
cases and broadcasting cases. In asynchrony cases, the gesture stroke comes (sub-
stantially) earlier or later than the suitable speech part. In broadcasting cases, the
gesture meaning is used more than once. In what follows, we illustrate each case
with empirical examples.
The initial example is from the SaGA corpus and the subsequent one from
an experimental study. SaGA contains 25 route description dialogues generated as
follows: In a first step, a so-called Route-Giver “drives” through a virtual reality (VR)
town along a route. The second step is to report this ride to a so-called Follower, who
is expected to follow the route by her- or himself. In our example, the Route-Giver
describes the route into a park and around a pond.10
In Table 1, we provide the German wording (n-G), the English close paraphrase
(n-E), selective left-hand information (n-LH), and selective right-hand information
(n-RH) for the Route-Giver’s gestures (see Figure 5) for some number n indicating
the order in the sequence. The handshapes named in the left- and right-hand infor-
mation are depicted in Figure 4. Gesture overlaps are marked with aligned {} or []
brackets.
Figure 4 Basic fingerspelling ASL forms of the handshapes named in Table 1:
O, B, D, and G, respectively (images released to Public Domain by
user Ds13 in the English Wikipedia on 18th December 2004, https:
//commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Asl_alphabet_gallaudet.png)
What can we observe in this transcript?
(1) The L-Handshape O indicating rund′ (‘round’) starts well before the word Teich
(‘pond’) is produced (1-G), namely at geradeaus (‘straight towards’). This
gesture stroke is too early, so to speak, and thus an asynchrony case.
10 The same datum is analyzed in Giorgolo 2010: pp. 98-103 from a Montague grammar perspective.
The video for this datum cannot be made available due to protection of privacy.
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1-G Route-Giver: Wenn du dort eingefahren bist, fährst du [{geradeaus} auf einen Teich
zu. Einen Teich.]
1-E When you have driven in there, you drive [{straight} towards a pond. A
pond.]
1-LH [L-Handshape O]
1-RH {R-Handshape open O}
2-G Route-Giver: [Und an diesem Teich. Du {fährst drauf zu und} du fährst rechts herum.]
2-E [And at this pond. You {drive towards it and} you drive right around it.]
2-LH [L-Handshape O]
2-RH {R-Handshape D}
3-G Route-Giver: [Die Hecke, {die geht noch ungefähr} so 50 m.]
3-E [The hedge, {it runs another roughly} 50 m.]
3-LH [L-Handshape O]
3-RH {R-Handshape loose B}
4-G Route-Giver: [Und dann sind dort {auch} hin und {wieder} {Sitzbänke}.]
4-E [Then there are {also} here and {there} {benches}.]
4-LH [L-Handshape O]
4-RH {R-Handshape loose D} (first two overlaps)
gesture expressing doubt: {wiggling of loose D handshape} (third over-
lap)
5-G Route-Giver: [{Aber du fährst um den Teich herum.} Rechts herum.]
5-E [{But you drive around the pond.} Right around.]
5-LH [L-Handshape O]
5-RH {R-Handshape D}
6-G Route-Giver: [Und manchmal ist da auch {nen Eisverkäufer}. Und an dem fährst du
rechts ab.]
6-E [And sometimes there is {an ice-cream man} there. And there you drive
off to the right.]
6-LH [L-Handshape O]
6-RH {R-Handshape G}
7-G Follower: Was heißt “manchmal”?
7-E What does “sometimes” mean?
8-G Route-Giver: [Ja, könnte verändert werden. {Auf} meiner Tour war dort ein
Eisverkäufer.]
8-E [Well, could change. {On} my tour there was an ice-cream man there.]
8-LH [L-Handshape O]
8-RH {R-Handshape G}
Table 1 A route-description from the SaGA corpus plus key gestures made
by the Route-Giver. LH-gesture overlaps are marked with aligned []
brackets. RH-gesture overlaps are marked with aligned {} brackets.
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Figure 5 Some of the Route-Giver’s gestures (corresponding to the number se-
quence in Table 1): 1-LH & 1-RH, 2-LH & 2-RH, 3-LH & 3-RH, 4-LH
& 4-RH, 5-LH & 5-RH. The pond is depicted in the picture.
(2) The L-Handshape O is then held until (8-G), i.e., over many contributions. It is
a posthold of the gesture stroke. A plausible explanation for the long hold is
that the pond and the route related to it are the topics of the route description
at this stage: The pond is the Route-Giver’s topic from reporting his entering
the park and his going toward the pond until he introduces the next landmark
(not described). We analyze this posthold as an instance of what we call
broadcasting cases (see below).11
(3) In contrast to the L-Handshape O held constant, the R-Handshape varies among
different postures. It delineates the route around the pond (2-RH) using a
drawing practice with R-Handshape D. Then it changes to an R-Handshape
loose B to indicate a hedge. Afterwards, the R-Handshape loose D is used
twice to index two benches followed by a discourse gesture expressing doubt
as to the existence of the benches on the Follower’s ride (since there could
be changes in the Follower’s ride through the VR town). In most of these
cases, the gesture stroke is not well aligned with the semantically matching
speech from a temporal point of view (cf. the brackets). In other words, the
datum involves several asynchrony cases.
The term broadcasting is taken from Gutkovas et al. 2016. It means stable
information transfer from one source to multiple targets. In our case, this means that
one and the same gesture meaning can be used for multiple cases of speech-gesture
meaning coordination. The posthold described in (2) is arguably such a case. The
left hand’s (LH) gesture is held throughout many turn-constructional units and turns.
The shape formed with the fingers resembles the pond’s shape. As McNeill et al.
(2001) and Enfield (2004: p. 72) emphasize, in such cases of a gesture posthold, the
11 As one reviewer remarked, this raises the question of how many tokens are involved across contribu-
tions. Following McNeill’s gesture individuation condition (from lap position to lap position), we
have two tokens. But if small variations count, we have more.
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gesture meaning is upheld (see also Krifka 2007: sect. 4). A posthold prolongs the
availability of the semantic information. Our example illustrates why the gesture
meaning is concerned. Without an uphold of LH’s gesture meaning, the meaning
contributions of the right hand (RH)’s gestures cannot be properly understood.
Intuitively, the signing done with RH indicates different objects and the path towards
the pond. But RH’s gestures only represent the driving towards and around the pond
if LH still represents the pond. If LH’s gesture meaning were no longer available,
RH’s gestures would be rather meaningless. And the expression dort (‘there’) in
(4-G) can only be properly understood with reference to LH’s gesture meaning. It
cannot be properly resolved considering speech and the indexing of RH alone. There
refers to a portion of the pond. RH’s pointing to the left hand’s gesture makes this
clear. All this suggests that the information communicated by LH’s gesture needs
to be re-used. So, we have several cases of multi-modal meaning, featuring one
and the same gesture meaning, but different tokens of speech meanings. This is a
case of broadcasting because we have a single output-term (gesture meaning) and
multiple input-slots with a fitting signature (multiple utterances). This contrasts with
RH’s gestures. RH supports the introduction of different objects, the path, the hedge,
the benches, and the ice-cream man. These are arguably only combined once with
speech.
We think that the example illustrates another case of broadcasting: The anaphora
in the utterances taking up the multi-modal meaning of Teich (i.e., occurrences of
da in drauf, dort, da) are aligned through the broadcasted information, i.e., various
identities are established between the broadcasted meaning and the multi-modal
anaphora meaning (say, runder′-teich′ (‘round pond’)). That LH’s gesture stroke
is held across different turns indicates to the Follower: You are still at the pond,
whatever the speech says. In (1-G), observe the subtle difference in the function of
LH’s gesture in Wenn du dort eingefahren bist, fährst du geradeaus auf einen Teich
zu and in the subsequent Einen Teich. We analyze this example in more detail in
Section 7.2.
Such broadcasting cases illustrate the independence of gesture and speech pro-
cesses. Gestures can move along with speech, but they need not.12 A gesture can
introduce new meaning or modify an existing one (more than once) regardless of
its precise temporal occurrence. Moreover, broadcasting points to a fundamental
difference between gesture and speech: Gesture information can be re-used. Speech
information cannot be simply re-used (as Asudeh (2012: pp. 95-123) emphasizes).13
We also found asynchrony cases in our experimental data (Pfeiffer et al. 2019).
A special feature of these data is that the same gesture occurrence is combined
12 McNeill et al. (2001) also observe independency cases.
13 Asudeh (2012: pp. 95-123) calls this the Resource Sensitivity Hypothesis. We thank one reviewer for
pointing this out.
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9-G Neben {dem Ball} ist eine Kiste.
9-E Beside {the ball} there is a box.
9-LH —
9-RH {R-Handshape D, practice drawing, indicating round.}
10-G Neben dem Ball {ist eine Kiste.}
10-E Beside the ball {there is a box.}
10-LH —
10-RH {R-Handshape D, practice modeling, indicating box-like}
Table 2 Two cases featuring one and the same utterance but different gestures.
In the first case, a roundish gesture stroke overlaps with dem Ball and in
the second case, a box-like gesture stroke overlaps with ist eine Kiste.
The gesture overlaps are marked with aligned {} brackets.
with different utterances and vice versa by re-combining head and torso videos. So,
the stimuli are somewhat artificial co-speech occurrences.14 We consider two cases
featuring one and the same utterance but different gestures. The utterance is Neben
dem Ball ist eine Kiste (‘Beside the ball there is a box’). In the first case, a roundish
gesture stroke overlaps with dem Ball and in the second case, a box-like gesture
stroke overlaps with ist eine Kiste (see Table 2).15
The roundish gesture is depicted in Figure 6. It is classified as an iconic drawing
gesture depicting some sort of spiral. So, “roundish gesture” is strictly speaking a
misnomer, but we ignore this complication for the moment, and assume that the
gesture meaning is rund′.
According to traditional semantic theories, both gesture strokes come too early.
In (9-G), the stroke already overlaps with the definite article. However, the definite
article would need a meaning indicating definiteness (if it is represented by an
iota-operator). So, the speech meaning cannot straightforwardly fuse with the rund′
gesture information. ball′ will be the next meaning it can fully integrate with,
yielding the multi-modal (rund′(x)∧ ball′(x)). Similarly, in (10-G), the box-like
gesture stroke starts with the predication ist. It has to let pass ist ′ and eine′ before
it can be compositionally combined with kiste′. The gesture meaning needs to be
temporarily blocked or postponed, so to speak, before it can be compositionally
14 All stimuli were tested in a pilot study. No participant rated them as artificial. The study is concerned
with whether the subjects (n > 250) take into account the gesture shape when selecting objects after
a multi-modal input, and whether they judge the same gesture shape differently in different speech
contexts. Preliminary results are that gesture shape influences the object selection and that there is a
variance in interpreting the same gesture shape (Pfeiffer et al. 2019).
15 The videos are available here: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3902197
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Figure 6 Gesture stroke (9-RH, Table 2): a complex trajectory is drawn, resem-
bling a spiral.
combined. So, this example prototypically highlights the independence of gesture
and the temporary “blocking” of semantic information.
To sum up, our observations lead to four main results: (I) The precise temporal
overlap of speech does not seem to be decisive for speech-gesture meaning coordi-
nation. Asynchrony cases are common. (II) Gesture and speech enjoy a considerable
independence. They are not always produced simultaneously, and gestures can be
held throughout several utterances. (III) In cases of temporal asynchrony of gesture
stroke and speech, gesture meaning or speech meaning cannot operate until it can
successfully combine with the other. For instance, if a gesture stroke comes too
early, its semantic information needs to be suspended or blocked until it can interact
with the semantically matching speech part. An account of speech-gesture meaning
coordination must thus capture the introduction, suspension, and interaction of se-
mantic information. (IV) We sometimes need to coordinate one and the same gesture
meaning more than once with speech meaning.
4 Desiderata of a satisfying account of speech-gesture meaning coordination
Considering our observations, a satisfying account of speech-gesture meaning coor-
dination should meet the following desiderata:
(a) Asynchrony: A satisfying account should accommodate cases where gesture
strokes come (substantially) earlier or later than the suitable speech part, i.e.,
cases where gestures introduce new meaning or modify an existing meaning
regardless of their precise temporal occurrence.
(b) Independence: A satisfying account should accommodate the independence
of gesture and speech, for instance, it must accommodate cases where gesture
strokes are held throughout several utterances.
(c) Blocking: A satisfying account should allow for the blocking or postponing
of semantic information.
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(d) Broadcasting: A satisfying account should accommodate broadcasting cases,
e.g., by allowing for the replication or repetition of meaning pieces.
We also add the desideratum that speech-gesture meaning coordination should
be determined algorithmically. There should be perspicuity regarding how the
gesture meaning coordinates with speech meaning, and the coordination should
not be represented in an ad hoc fashion but rather be the result of (finite) rule-
bound procedures. This enables systematically explaining speech-gesture meaning
coordination and generalizing to a variety of data and contexts.
(e) Algorithmic determination: A satisfying account should algorithmically de-
termine a gesture’s speech relatum and its coordination term.
These desiderata call for a dynamic machinery. Phrased in terms of processes,
we need output processes which can give semantic information a “piggyback ride”
and we need input processes which receive this semantic information, get it, and
hand it on to the right place, the “right place” being (as a rule) information already
existing. Traditional formal accounts in linguistics and philosophy of language
analyze whole sentences. However, the phenomena described above require more
dynamic models, such as the ones that have been provided by (Segmented) Discourse
Representation Theory ((S)DRT) (e.g., Kamp & Reyle 1993, van Eijk & Kamp 2011,
Asher & Lascarides 2003), Poesio-Traum Theory (PTT) (e.g., Poesio & Rieser 2010,
2011), Dynamic Syntax (e.g., Kempson et al. 2016), and Type Theory with Records
(TTR) (e.g., Cooper 2012, 2017, 2020), where we have incrementally incoming
data, structures assigned to these, and updates of information. Dynamic Syntax is
especially suited to account for the idea that communicative information is processed
by bits, so-called increments. More specifically, incrementality means that syntactic
information is read in word-by-word/construction-by-construction and the matching
semantic information is considered in a similar way. In this paper, we focus on
incrementality in speech-gesture meaning coordination.
Before we present our own account of speech-gesture meaning coordination,
we examine whether existing co-speech gesture accounts could meet all specified
desiderata.
5 Why existing co-speech gesture accounts do not fully meet the challenges
Although until recently gestures were not widely studied within formal semantics,
there are a couple of accounts that inspired or pursued formal modeling. The gesture
research initiated by Kendon (1972, 1980, 2004) and McNeill (1992), McNeill et al.
(2001) was put on a more systematic footing by computational modeling, where
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research on four domains was decisive: the collection, annotation, and statistical
evaluation of multi-modal corpora; the specification of gesture meaning using formal
tools; the use of formal grammars for the description of speech events; and the set-up
of models integrating speech meaning and gesture meaning. Since the early 2000s,
corpora of multi-modal data have been collected and systematically annotated (e.g.,
Paggio & Navarretta 2009, Loehr 2007, Lücking et al. 2013). Annotation had to
be time-stamped and precise, as far as handshapes and hand postures (palm, back,
fingers, wrist) go, to produce life-like avatars. Computational simulation has acted
as a testbed for the adequacy of annotation. Observations of the speech-gesture
trade-off and pointing experiments led to the idea of an integrated multi-modal
semantics (usually called multi-modal fusion).16 Empirical pointing research acted
as a precursor to multi-modal research with a wider empirical coverage. Papers such
as Kopp et al. 2004 cover several of these developments. The idea of an integrated
speech gesture semantics appeared independently in a series of papers, see Kopp
et al. 2004, Rieser 2004, Lascarides & Stone 2006, 2009, Lücking et al. 2006a,b. In
what follows, we show that the most prominent co-speech gesture accounts cannot
meet all of the desiderata specified above. Primarily, they don’t do enough justice to
the fact that speech and gesture are independent but concurrent processes. This is
crucial for modeling asynchrony, blocking, and broadcasting.
5.1 Planners for multi-modal integration
Kopp et al. (2004) developed a multi-modal micro-planner for iconic gestures
and accompanying speech. Their empirical basis was a corpus of route-giving di-
rections. The micro-planner consisted of a novel gesture planner and the system
SPUD (Sentence Planning Using Descriptions, Stone et al. 2013). Gesture form
features were represented as AVMs based on systematic annotation. An interme-
diate level of gesture meaning representation was constructed (comparable to the
techniques used in SaGA annotations) and mapped onto form features. The plan-
ner outputted dynamical lexical entries for gestures. SPUD combined these with
lexicalized tree-adjoining grammar (LTAG) entries and generated a multi-modal
semantic representation passed on to the surface realization component. So, gestures
were analyzed as sub-propositional meaning contributions, and speech meaning
and gesture meaning were combined into a single complex proposition. This early
account uses an algorithmic determination for speech-gesture meaning coordination
based on LTAG. Kopp et al. (2004) concentrate on a speech-gesture symmetry case
16 Computational pointing research was the first to develop rigid models but was mainly concerned with
the topology of the pointing cone (e.g., van der Sluis 2005, Kranstedt et al. 2006, Lücking et al. 2015)
and its computational approximation.
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and develop a synchronization solution. They do not deal with phenomena like
asynchrony, blocking, or broadcasting, although they seem to be aware of them.
5.2 Grammar-based accounts
Even earlier on, Cohen et al. 1997 is the first work we know of where speech-
gesture meaning coordination was modeled. Johnston’s (1998) use of typed AVMs,
unification, and the temporal constraint for speech-gesture correlation paved the way
for subsequent HPSG models. Mainly because of the idea that gesture production
depends also on prosody, such as the (nuclear) accent, there was a move from LTAG
(following, e.g., Abeillé & Rambow 2000 as used, e.g., in Kopp et al. 2004, Rieser
2004) to HPSG formalisms, where supra-segmental phonological information can
easily be accommodated.
In this manner, Alahverdzhieva & Lascarides (2010) provide an underspecifica-
tion account of gesture meaning, based on Robust Minimal Recursion Semantics’
(RMRS) notion of elementary predicates (e.g., Copestake 2007), implemented in an
HPSG grammar. Gesture meaning is taken to be derived inferentially via a hierarchy
of predicates starting from a root labeled with a gesture form term. They consider
prosody, syntax-semantics, and timing as the essential factors determining speech-
gesture meaning coordination. They cover cases where speech and gesture do not
precisely overlap, achieved with their ‘Situated Prosodic Phrase Constraint’ rule
making use of prosodic constituents. The formalism works with an underspecified
speech-gesture relation vis_rel to be specified by pragmatic inference as set up in
Lascarides & Stone 2009 (see below).
Lücking (2013) advances similar arguments concerning speech-gesture syn-
chrony as Alahverdzhieva & Lascarides (2010), using an annotation-based account
of gesture meaning. The affiliate of a gesture (the speech portion it is intuitively
associated with) is taken to be marked by nuclear accent. The speech-gesture relation
is given in an HPSG account for German (Müller 2007) making use of temporal
speech gesture overlaps. Gesture semantics is implemented in a vector semantics
framework (Zwarts 1997, Zwarts & Winter 2000). An updated version of this theory
resolving cases of underspecification with principles of Gestalt theory is provided in
Lücking (2016). It is formulated in a Type Theory with Records (TTR) format (cf.
Cooper 2012, 2017) and uses information state update technology; semantics and
temporal conditions are as in Lücking 2013.
Another move to more complex grammar formats was the implementation of
Giorgolo’s Montague Grammar approach to speech gesture integration (e.g., Gior-
golo 2010) in a Lexical Functional Grammar (LFG) account (Giorgolo & Asudeh
2011). Both accounts derive the meaning of gestures from annotations. Giorgolo
(2010) follows a reconstruction strategy as in Johnston 1998 and Kopp et al. 2004,
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and models essentially a synchronous case based on two maps: one goes from lin-
guistic structure to a spatial frame of reference and the other from the observable
gesture to the space created by it. Verbal meaning and gestural meaning are fused by
a meet operation.
In all these grammar-based accounts, speech and gesture meaning are com-
bined into a single proposition, but the speech-gesture meaning coordination is
achieved differently. Giorgolo’s (2010), Giorgolo and Asudeh’s (2011), and Lück-
ing’s (2016) proposals meet the algorithmic determination desideratum; they allow
for an algorithmic speech-gesture meaning coordination. However, these and the
other grammar-based accounts cannot (straightforwardly) meet the other desiderata
that we specified. As already noted in Lücking 2013, grammar-bound approaches
cannot straightforwardly deal with independent co-speech gestures which introduce
information that is not affiliated with a speech part, since, e.g., in HPSG-, LFG-,
or LTAG-terms, there is no speech element it can be unified with. Asynchronous
cases are partially captured by some analyses. However, the cited works do not deal
with more extreme cases of asynchrony. Some accounts might have the resources
to deal with cases where semantic information needs to be (temporally) blocked;
but it is not clear from their accounts. Broadcasting, such as integrating one and the
same information more than once, poses the biggest challenge to existing co-speech
gesture analyses. For instance, in HPSG analyses, the gesture content attaches to
an affiliate in the directly related speech portion. Postholds cannot be (straightfor-
wardly) handled because they overlap with speech they are not directly related to,
for example, with a next turn.
5.3 SDRT accounts
To date, Lascarides & Stone 2009 is the most comprehensive study on gesture
semantics/pragmatics. It is based on a Segmented Discourse Representation Theory
(SDRT) interface (cf. Asher & Lascarides 2003). Roughly, SDRT is characterized by
its use of rhetorical relations like Elaboration, Background, or Narration to establish
coherence links between discourse units, a right border constraint modeling how in
discourse new content can be glued on to an old content, and its information update
machinery, needed, for example, for consistency checks and anaphora resolution.
Lascarides and Stone develop a hitherto uncontested logic of gestural space, drawing
a distinction between reference within gesture space and external reference, i.e.,
between a gesticulated entity and an external one. SDRT’s rhetorical relations for
verbal discourse are extended with new veridical relations Depiction, Replication,
and Overlay to establish gesture-gesture meaning coordination as well as speech-
gesture meaning coordination. Gestural content itself is determined inferentially
by common-sense reasoning allowing for underspecification. The resolution of
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gesture meaning deploys a hierarchy of ‘increasingly specific properties’ starting
with some gesture form predicate like hand_shape_asl-a (following Kopp et al.
2004) and finally arriving at a property like sustain. The content inferred is used to
build up units of discourse and to establish rhetorical relations with verbal discourse
contributions. In this way, gesture-generated propositions can become part of the
hierarchical discourse structure. Furthermore, they provide a dynamic semantics
model theory for SDRSs, i.e., SDRT representations, as far as we know, the only one
existing in gesture research.
Alahverdzhieva et al. (2017) extend Alahverdzhieva & Lascarides 2010 using
SDRT as a coherence-based model of pragmatics and RMRS as the tool for the
resolution of underspecification. Instead of their earlier synchrony notion, they
have alignment, which is not equivalent to temporal simultaneity. They investigate
cases where gestures precede or follow the intended speech relatum or where gesture
covers more speech material than the intended reading would suggest. In this respect,
their section ‘Temporal and Prosodic Relaxation’ is instructive.
These two SDRT accounts satisfy some of our desiderata. Their formal devices
illustrate that they treat co-speech gestures as communicating semantic information
that is independent of the speech’s semantic information, they also allow for an algo-
rithmic speech-gesture meaning coordination, and they can analyze some asynchrony
cases. They might possibly have resources to deal with severe asynchrony cases, the
blocking of semantic information, and broadcasting. But they do not analyze such
cases, and it is not clear how this should be achieved using their analyses.
5.4 Other formal pragmatic accounts
Recently, the nature of speech-gesture meaning coordination has received increasing
attention elsewhere in the formal semantics/pragmatics literature. A shared idea is
that gestures often provide so-called non-at issue information. According to Ebert
& Ebert (2014), the semantic contribution of co-speech gestures can be treated like
the semantic contribution of appositive relative clauses. In effect, gesture meaning
and speech meaning yield a truth value pair when combined, using Potts 2005’
framework for appositive relative clauses. According to Schlenker (2018)’s approach,
the semantic contribution of some iconic co-speech gestures can be treated akin
to the semantic contribution of presuppositions. An expression with the content p
which co-occurs with a gesture with content g comes with the requirement that the
local context of p should guarantee that p entails g. According to Schlenker (2018),
the timing of a gesture can significantly alter its semantic status. For instance, only
co-speech gestures are treated akin to presuppositions. The contribution of post-
speech gestures (i.e., gestures that come after the speech portion they modify) is
akin to that of appositive clauses. Esipova (2018, 2019) challenges the idea that
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temporal alignment is decisive. She argues that it depends on syntax-semantics and
syntax-prosody interaction whether gesture content is at-issue or non-at-issue.
It is worth discussing whether gestures contribute content that is akin to that of
appositive clauses or presuppositions. However, in their current form, such accounts
do not meet all our desiderata. Such accounts can model some asynchrony cases
(e.g., post-speech gestures). But as far as we can see, other kinds of asynchrony cases
or the blocking of information are not treated. It is not clear whether such accounts
can model broadcasting. As far as we know, they do not treat postholds. Analyzing
gesture meaning in terms of appositive clauses or presuppositions suggests that the
meaning of the gestures is heavily dependent on the co-occurring speech. If so,
the independence of speech and gesture does not seem to be fully accommodated.
Finally, speech-gesture meaning coordination is not algorithmically determined.
5.5 Upshot
The upshot of our analysis is that while all these accounts have made important
progress to understanding speech-gesture meaning coordination, they cannot fully
cope with the challenges specified earlier. They don’t do enough justice to the
fact that gesture and speech are independent but concurrent, especially regarding
broadcasting cases. So, the account that we offer in what follows covers a research
field complementary to current formal gesture research (cf. Table 3). Although
underspecification (as modeled in Alahverdzhieva and Lascarides’ and Lücking’s
works) is not our concern in this paper, our account has the resources for modeling
underspecification, as we indicate further below.
6 A process algebra account of speech-gesture meaning coordination
Standard tools in linguistics, such as the λ -calculus, model phenomena that are
either atemporal or sequential, as, Barendregt (1981/2012: p. 6) explicitly notes.
Such a limitation might not be problematic regarding speech meaning (abstracting
away from intonation, etc.). Utterances (in an idealized sense) are arguably sequen-
tial, for example, an uttered word is followed by another uttered word. However,
this limitation renders the λ -calculus not well suited for modeling speech-gesture
meaning coordination. As we highlighted, gesture and speech often occur in parallel
or partially overlap. Gesture-speech occurrences are non-linear, as Johnston (1998:
p. 626) puts it. They are concurrent events, hence one needs a model entertaining
concurrency. In addition, semantic information in the λ -calculus is in situ, once it
has been inserted. By contrast, one and the same gesture information can contribute
to multi-modal meaning more than once (broadcasting). That is why we need a
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Accounts
Desiderata
Sub-
propos.
Propos. Ind. Asyn. Blocking Broad-
casting
Algor.
determ.
Kopp et al. 2004 X X X X X X X
Giorgolo 2010,
Giorgolo & Asudeh 2011
X X X (X) X X X
Alahverdzhieva & Las-
carides 2010
X (X) X (X) X X (X)
Alahverdzhieva et al.
2017
(X) X X (X) X X X
Lücking 2013 X X X X X X (X)
Lücking 2016 X X X X X X X
Lascarides & Stone 2009 X X X (X) X X X
Ebert & Ebert 2014 X X (X) (X) X X X
Schlenker 2018 X X (X) (X) X X X
Esipova 2018 X X (X) (X) X X X
Table 3 Comparison of the accounts: ‘X’ means ‘has been treated,’ ‘(X)’ means
‘has been partially treated, ‘X’ means ‘has not been treated,’ ‘(X)’
means ‘could perhaps be treated.’
calculus that is not limited to sequential events and can processes information more
flexibly.
When Barendregt made his comment (1981), research in parallel lambda cal-
culi had already started, perhaps the most comprehensive study to date being still
Dezani-Ciancaglini 1997. However, parallel lambda accounts only accommodate
concurrency and non-determinism, but not flexible data transport between processes,
which we need. We suggest that a process algebra account is able to cope with
the independence of gesture meaning and speech meaning, cases of asynchrony,
cases of blocking of information, cases of broadcasting, and an algorithmic meaning
coordination. Process algebras are formal systems working with so-called concur-
rent agents. The basic idea is that these agents exchange information or data using
so-called input-output channels. Being fairly abstract, such algebras can be used to
model a number of different dynamics. For example, process algebras have been used
to describe the goal-oriented behavior of social insects (Tofts 1992; after Fokkink
2000). Another example is Milner (1989)’s model of workers using a common set
of tools to iteratively produce workpieces, or a scheduler organizing a recursive
succession of actions. Also, everyday devices like pocket calculators or smartphones
can be modeled using process algebras; the users and their devices are concurrent
systems. For all these applications, process algebra implementations exist. We extend
the range of applications to speech and gesture, and we point to a wealth of other
multi-modal examples in Section 8.
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In what follows, we first informally explain this account, then we provide the
formal details, and illustrate our approach with empirical examples. Note that we
reserve the notion of speech-gesture synchrony for temporal synchrony as read
off from time-stamped annotation, and subsume the cases of gesture precedence,
sequence, autonomous gestures or non-overlapping cases under speech-gesture
asynchrony. This allows us to maintain a rigid notion of synchrony. We consider
asynchrony to be the normal case favoring the dynamic approach we propose.
6.1 The process algebra account: An informal introduction
A process algebra that allows for several communicating agents seems to be a good
fit for modeling speech-gesture meaning coordination. To reflect the independence
of gesture and speech, we need at least two sets of independent meaning carriers, so
to speak. We need one set for the speech meaning and at least one for the gesture
meaning. To capture the idea that semantic information is incrementally built, we
suggest modeling speech meaning and gesture meaning as ongoing dynamic pro-
cesses which run concurrently. These processes function as the meaning carriers. We
call what they carry the processes’ data. We use a typed λ -calculus for the semantic
analyses of speech meaning. The process for the speech meaning is considered to
transport typed λ -terms (which can be incrementally built). The typed λ -terms are
the data. Syntax and (supra-segmental) phonology may be conceived as processes
that carry phonological or syntax data; but we do not model these.
Our account strictly follows the pace of incoming speech, leading to an incremen-
tality analysis. So, as a by-product, we analyze non-regimented speech. Successively
incoming bits of speech also determine the speech and gesture processes, scope
regularities, and much else.17
To implement the idea that gesture and speech can communicate a joint meaning,
our process algebra account allows for combining or exchanging information from
different carriers, so to speak. This is standardly conceived of as a communication
between the concurrent processes. The easiest way to realize this communication
is to model the processes as transporting terms of the same formal set-up. We thus
model the gesture process as transporting typed λ -terms. We obtained these λ -terms
from rigid annotation of raw data. To implement the exchange of information we
use input-output (i/o) processes which operate concurrently. These processes work
on a shared channel (see below).
I/o channels should not operate unconstrained. So, we need a mechanism that
restricts the communication between channels and is defined on sets of concurrent
communicating speech and gesture processes. Cases of asynchrony and the blocking
17 The idea tied up with incrementality is similar to Dynamic Syntax, although we focus on semantic
matters.
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of information require a flexible mechanism for an exchange of information at the
right time. Our desideratum for an algorithmic speech-gesture meaning coordination
requires an algorithmic mechanism. We cope with these desiderata among others
by treating the transported λ -terms (our data) and transporting channels as typed.
Roughly speaking, our mechanism for meaning coordination examines whether the
currently transported λ -term and the transporting channel of the gesture process are
of a fitting type. If that is the case — and only if it is — the i/o processes will operate.
The data can only go through channels they agree with in terms of types. So, if a
gesture meaning does not fit the simultaneous speech meaning it does not interface
with it. Their integration is blocked. Recall the case of the roundish gesture that
overlapped with the definite description operator. If a fitting speech meaning occurs
shortly after, then interfacing takes place through the i/o channels. In this way, cases
of asynchrony can be easily dealt with. So, for example, a gesture-meaning output
process can send a value to a speech-meaning input process; both then generate a
multi-modal meaning if no deadlock occurs (e.g., due to incompatible meanings). In
Section 7.1, we give a detailed example to show how this mechanism operates and
how asynchrony cases and blocking cases are analyzed.
In cases of broadcasting, semantic information from one carrier (e.g., the gesture
carrier) is used more than once.18 Our account thus needs to be able to continuously
exchange information for some time period and distribute one and the same infor-
mation to several input slots. We achieve this by employing the replication agent ‘!’
(see below).19 It operates on a process as a whole. Its main function is to replicate
the λ -terms currently transported. The use of the replication operator is empirically
constrained. Currently, we use it for cases of gesture postholds. We also observe
that speakers copy their gestures or their addressee’s gestures. One might use the
replication operator for modeling these cases, too.
To implement all these proposals, we use the ψ-calculus, transformed into a
λ -ψ-calculus. We explain how it works, from a formal point of view, in what follows.
Basically, the input-output system and the concurrency come from the ψ-calculus,
18 As Louise McNally pointed out, there might be cases of broadcasting in speech via repetition. In
principle, such cases can be modeled with our account, e.g., the indefinite information a pond (cf.
Table 1, (1-E)) can be replicated.
19 One reviewer pointed out that the replication operator ! resembles the of course modality (!) in linear
logic. There, (!) indicates that a premise can be used arbitrarily often (Asudeh 2012: p. 101, see
also the exponential rules in Di Cosmo & Miller 2019). This parallel sets the resource role of data
in the λ -ψ-calculus into a broader context. For the difference between ‘!’ in the ψ-calculus and in
LFG-based theorizing, cf. Kehler et al. 1999.
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and the speech and gesture data transported from the typed λ -calculus. To improve
readability, we suppress the types.20
6.2 The process algebra account: A formal introduction
The ψ-calculus (Bengtson et al. 2011) is a version of process algebra (Fokkink
2000) developed out of Milner’s π-calculus (see Parrow 2001 for an overview). To
our knowledge, the integration of the λ -calculus and the ψ-calculus has not been
carried out in computer science or linguistics so far. We use the input-output (i/o)
operators and the concurrency operator from the ψ-calculus, and data transported
in the typed λ -calculus using i/o channels. What do we have in the ψ-calculus to
model the intuitions laid out? We have parameters, operators on these, frames, and
agents (see below and Johansson 2010). The data terms can come from any (higher
order) logic.21 In some process algebras, such as the original π-calculus, variables
only get associated with i/o channels, but in our algebra, they are also associated
with arbitrary data (e.g., our typed λ -terms). (The variables are also called names.)
Channels help us transport data from one increment of a linguistic utterance to
another. The parameters indicating ψ’s syntactic categories are given in Definition 1
(adapted from Bengtson et al. 2011: pp. 4-14).22
Definition 1
C the conditions, ranged over by φ
A the assertions, ranged over by ψ
T the (data) terms or structures, ranged over by N
An example for a condition C would be the antecedent of a conventional if-then-
else construction. Assertions A can be used, for instance, to fix the environment of
a process operating, for example in a derivation (see Johansson 2010 for details).
Data terms T will be exploited in the description of our examples, where the familiar
typed λ -calculus is chosen.
The central dynamic elements of the ψ-calculus are so-called agents (also called
processes). Roughly speaking, their function is to embody a variety of information,
20 In the λ -ψ-calculus, the following terms are typed: (a) constants and variables of the λ -calculus, (b)
ψ-channels transporting λ -expressions and their parameters, (c) variables/parameters in the interface
of λ -expressions and ψ-expressions. See also Footnote 34.
21 Strictly speaking, two types of semantics are involved here; the model-theoretic semantics of the typed
λ -calculus and the operational semantics of the ψ-calculus based on labeled transition systems. The
possibility of a λ -ψ-hybrid has been suggested by the developers of the ψ-calculus (cf. Johansson
2010, p. 4). We acknowledge that the integration of the λ -calculus with the ψ-calculus is not a trivial
step and demands an in-depth discussion.
22 We use the Courier font for variables or constants of the ψ-calculus to better distinguish them from
variables or constants of the λ -calculus.
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for instance, semantic information, communication information (i.e., information to
give (output) and to expect (input)), and interface information (more in Section 7.1.1).
We notate agents using P, Q, . . . , and channels using M, as illustrated in Definition 2.
The deadlock δ is taken from Fokkink 2000: pp. 7, 25 and is used instead of the
Fregean ⊥ from the standard ψ-calculus.23
Definition 2
0 Nil, 0-agent, an inactive agent
MN.P Output
Mx.P Input
case φ1: P1 ‖ . . . ‖ φn: Pn Case construct
P | Q Parallel/Concurrent
!P Replication
δ Deadlock
The syntax ‘.’ separates a prefix from the subsequent agent. 0 and δ can be
regarded as atomic agents.24 The 0-agent is inactive. Deadlock δ is used for semantic
violation (more in Section 7.1.3). The difference with 0 is that 0 represents non-
action, in the sense of idling. By contrast, after δ no further action is possible (in
this respect, it is like the Fregean ⊥).
MN.P (M overbar, N dot P) puts a data structure N onto output channel M, sends
it out, and continues with agent P, possibly a 0-agent. One could use this agent to
transport a typed λ -term N elsewhere. Mx.P indicates that a data structure (in our
implementation, a typed λ -term) is received on the input channel M and substituted
for x in P. This construction binds the variable x in P. The role of Mx. is that of a
prefix, followed by the agent P.25
The case construct case φ1: P1 ‖ . . . ‖ φn: Pn employs the conditions men-
tioned in Definition 1. The construction will reduce to one of the agents P1 . . . Pn,
depending on which of the conditions φi is true. (The choice is non-deterministic
if several φ1 . . . φn are true.). Employing φ and ¬φ , this can be used to implement
23 This definition is lacking (| ψ |): an assertion-agent. In contrast to an assertion ψ (see Definition 1),
(| ψ |) can be used to insert additional information going along with an agent into a derivation. The
definition is also lacking the restriction agent (υ α)P. It ensures that the scope of the variable/name
α is local to P. This entails that we cannot have an output channel α out of P. Hence, one can use
this agent to specify purely local information. In our application, these two agents are not needed.
24 This term is not used in the ψ-calculus literature but nicely marks the contrast with, for example,
MN.P and Mx.P.
25 In the ψ-calculus literature, Mx.P is given as M(λ x̃)N.P. These λ s bind a sequence of variables x
in N and P in the ψ-calculus, unlike the λ s in the typed λ -terms that we use as data terms. We thus
leave out the λ s in the ψ-calculus constructions. Although the definition for input is M(λ x̃)N.P, in
our application we need only Mx.P with N = empty string; we use only one typed input variable x
carrying all the information we need. Further, instead of meta-variables M for channels, we will use
chi for input and chi for output, where shared i ∈ N
+ indicates identity.
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the more conventional if φ then P else Q (i.e., case φ1: P1 ‖ ¬φ : P2). In
what follows, we only make use of this derived construction.
The parallel/concurrent agent ‘P|Q’ enables P and Q to expand independently
or to communicate with each other via output and input operators, perhaps after
several independent expansions. Here is an example of how agents MN.P and M′x.Q
interact under |:
MN.P | M′x.Q −→ P | Q[N/x], when M↔ M′
On the left hand side of the ‘−→’, agents MN.P and M′x.Q are coordinated by
the concurrent operator | as are P and Q[N/x] on the right hand side. The arrow
−→ indicates a transition relation, determined by the operational semantics of the
ψ-calculus (cf. Johansson 2010). Assume a datum b such as a typed λ -expression
associated with N. The datum exits the left agent MN.P via channel M; agent P (which
might be 0, inactive) remains. Assuming M↔ M′, i.e., the channels are equivalent as
in Definition 3 below, b enters M′ and substitutes for x in Q. So, we end up with:
P | Q[b/x].
Below, we usually place type constraints on M, N, and x. | proves central for our
concerns. Among others, it is used to model the concurrency between gesture and
speech.
Replication !P is our replication agent and is understood as equivalent to P|!P,
which means that P can be emitted arbitrarily often.26
In addition to the agents, we also have operators. The equivariant operators
(equivariance defined by α-equivalence, see Johansson 2010: p. 40) are given in
Definition 3.27
Definition 3
↔: T × T→ C Channel Equivalence
⊗ A × A→ A Composition
` ⊆ A × C Entailment
Channel equivalence is used to identify input- and output-channels. We will
express it by sub-indexing (e.g., chi). The channels to be identified receive the same
name and sub-index. Composition is equivalent to conjunction, and entailment is
comparable to ordinary entailment (but it relates an assertion A to a condition C).
For our descriptive aims, only a thinned-out version of the ψ-calculus is needed;
using if-then-else instead of the more general case construct; and of the
26 Consequently, the λ -ψ-system we set up is not resource sensitive as discussed in, e.g., Asudeh 2012.
27 α-equivalence means that bound variables can be renamed in a term without changing its meaning.
So, basically, Definition 3 specifies equivalence classes.
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equivariant operators, using only channel equivalence, which we represent more
simply using sub-indexing. So, we work with the following fragment:
Definition 1 (reduced) C the conditions, ranged over by φ
T the (data) terms or structures, ranged over by N
Definition 2 (reduced)
0 Nil, 0-agent
MN.P Output
Mx.P Input
case φ1: P1 ‖ ¬φ : P2 Case construct,
here as canonical
if-then-else
P | Q Parallel/Concurrent
!P Replication
δ Deadlock
Definition 3 (reduced)
↔: T × T→ C Channel Equivalence,
represented as ‘ch’
plus sub-index marking
identity
In what follows, we simplify the λ -ψ representations in the following way:
1. 0-agents terminating a derivation are sometimes omitted.
2. The syntax device ‘.’ separating prefix and follow-up agent P is usually
omitted.
Let us go back to our desiderata of speech-gesture meaning coordination. Our
account ensures the desideratum of independence by formalizing speech meaning
and gesture meaning as independent agents communicating via their i/o facilities.
Asynchrony is captured by input and output processes “crossing” the concurrency
operator in a type constrained way, as explained in the commentary to Definition 2.
This is also closely related to the desideratum of blocking, i.e., postponing informa-
tion. Blocking can easily be handled by sub-indexing, the typing of i/o channels,
and the data they transport: if the types do not agree, data discharge is blocked. In
the next section, we illustrate blocking with a case where the gesture comes ‘too
early.’ But we are aware of data where speech comes before a matching gesture (e.g.,
post-speech gestures). Such cases can be modeled using the same techniques. Broad-
casting, such as in the case of postholds, where one kind of information is repeatedly
emitted for some time, can be modeled via replication: replication outputs one agent
26
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after another looking for a corresponding input channel which might be turns away.
Observe that this is different from the handling of linguistic antecedent-anaphora
resolution. Speech-gesture meaning coordination is determined algorithmically by
the λ -ψ-machinery, i.e., the choice of agents, the ψ- and λ -constructions that contain
them (see below), and the types. We do not model broadcasting in a technical way in
this paper, but as far as trans-propositional anaphora is concerned see Section 7.2.28
7 The process algebra account: Applications
We illustrate our account by modeling some of the empirical examples discussed in
Section 3.3. In doing so, we show how we use ψ’s output channels, input channels,
the concurrency operator ‘|, and how they can be combined with typed λ -structures
and λ -techniques.
7.1 The round-ball example
Recall the round-ball example from our recent experimental study (Figure 6). The
intuition to be modeled about speech-gesture meaning coordination is shown in
Figure 7.29
speech channel neben < dem < ball < ist < eine < kiste
no yes
gesture channel
spiral gesture indicating round
Figure 7 Intuition about speech-gesture meaning coordination for the round-ball
example: Neben dem Ball ist eine Kiste. (English: Beside the ball there
is a box.) The gesture stroke overlap is marked with a dashed line.
28 The agents in our account exhibit underspecification, since they only have channel information at
the beginning for providing information, receiving it, or both, which means that their i/o channels
implemented for composition are underspecified. For the underspecification of constants dealing with
hyponymy or missing arguments we would resort to underspecification accounts that are germane to
our λ -categorial representations (e.g., Egg & Koller 2001).
29 As Andy Lücking emphasized, we idealize here. We omit co-articulation facts between the phonemes
/n/ and /d/ and /m/ and /b/, respectively. The sign ‘<’ for ‘earlier than’ presupposes that a segmentation
in words can be given.
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The gesture meaning rund′ must be blocked from interacting with dem′ and
made to interact with ball′. We achieve this by exploiting the fact that transported
λ -terms and transporting channels are typed.
We begin by illustrating the general rendering of λ -ψ-interaction in our example
(Section 7.1.1). Then, we zoom in on two details: We explain the λ -ψ-agents of our
example and how they interact (Section 7.1.2), and the role of δ (Section 7.1.3).
7.1.1 General rendering of the λ -ψ-interaction
The main idea of a process algebra is that one can specify agents or processes ac-
cording to Definitions 1 to 3. In the following, chi represent input channels, chi the
corresponding output channels as indicated by i, and we use the usual higher-order
λ -techniques abstracting over typed variables. In applications of the ψ-calculus,
agents can be different entities, interacting buffers, schedulers, timers, sliding win-
dows or complex machines. In our application (to our knowledge, undertaken for the
first time), agents are semantic contributions of words and gestures. In our example,
the incoming words are neben<dem<Ball<ist<eine<Kiste as well as the incoming
spiral gesture overlapping the words dem and Ball. Recall that an agent can encode a
variety of information. In our case, every word- or gesture agent gets three sorts of
information:
• its compositional meaning information expressed in terms of the typed λ -
calculus,
• its communication potential for input, output, case, parallel/concurrent, repli-
cation or deadlock expressed by the ψ-agents, and
• interface information for λ -variables and ψ-variables.
In the λ -ψ-interface, we make frequent use of function composition. Use of
function composition in non-interface expressions is according to λ -categorial
standards. Interfaces link the typed λ -calculus with the ψ-calculus. More on these
below. Since all relevant information is typed, we do not need parentheses for the
ψ-calculus layers, but only for the λ -terms. To increase readability, λ -expressions
acting as functions are enclosed in ‘<. . .>’.
The parallel/concurrent construction, the input-output channels, and the speci-
fication of expressions by the type system are the regulating mechanism for infor-
mation flow. Here is an example: Using the ι-operator in a Russell-Reichenbach
style, the λ -representation for dem (in dem Ball) is λF(ιx(F(x))) (types left implicit
here). It needs a one-place predicate to form a term. The communication potential of
λF(ιx(F(x))) is achieved by the following input-output constellation of channels
28
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ch3 and ch4: ch3 is accompanied by what the ψ-literature calls a name (i.e., a vari-
able). Let this name be br (inspired by Ball and rund). It is supplied as an argument
to λF . The resulting datum is then transported out by ch4. That accomplished, 0
remains. In the λ -ψ-calculus, we write this as follows:
ch3 br ch4<λF(ιx(F(x)))>(br).0
The interface between the λ -variables and the ψ-variables is given by br com-
ing from the ψ-calculus, F coming from the typed λ -calculus, and the applica-
tion of λF(ιx(F(x))) to br. Given that, we get, for example, rund′ and ball′ via
ch3 substituting for br and finally for F . We end up with ιx(ball
′(x)∧ rund′(x)).
ιx(ball′(x)∧ rund′(x)) can in turn be exported to the outside to combine with some
other word agent. It exits by the output channel ch4. In order for this analysis to
work, we must assume the following type structure (Definition 4):
Definition 4
λ -terms: F ∈ T<e,t>
ιxφ ∈ T<e> (when φ ∈ T<t>)
ψ-channels and names: ch3 ∈ T<e,t>
br ∈ T<e,t>
ch4 ∈ T<e>
Figure 8 shows the value passing of all word agents. On the x-axis, we see the
incoming words and the spiral gesture, and on the y-axis the time intervals. States
are represented by interacting word agents, here simply abbreviated as primed word
tokens. The arrows relating the semantic terms correspond to actions among agents,
mimicking the relations of the operational semantics. Thus, the arrows represent
the channels transporting the information between agents. The arrow head identifies
the target of the information. For instance, the channel ch2 transports the rund′
information to ball′ (target).
At the time interval 1, the agent neben′ is produced. The incoming spiral gesture
overlaps with dem < Ball (these are the words) and produces rund′ communicated
via ch2 to ball′. ch3 passes the content of ball′ and rund′ to the definite-article-
agent dem′ adding up to a definite description agent. The definite description agent
in turn interacts with neben′ via ch4 and this yields roughly neben′ dem′ rund′ ∧
ball′. Observe that all interaction is first concentrated on generating the multi-modal
meaning. The neben′-agent has to “wait” for input until this has been achieved.30 The
ist ′-eine′-kiste′-agent is built up and interacts with neben′ using ch5. For simplicity,
30 As one reviewer remarked, in a strictly incremental account of language one would expect that the
gesture meaning rund′ does not have to wait for the fully specified noun phrase to be correctly
attached. One would expect a linguistic string of the round . . . to be well-formed but partial (i.e.,
underspecified) in a way that other strings would not be (e.g., Brianna round . . . ). Thus, it should
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time
input0
1
2
3
4
5
6
neben dem ball ist eine kiste
λ
neben′ dem′
rund′ ∧ ball′
ist′-eine′-kiste′
neben′
dem′ spiral′
ch1
ch2
rund′
ball′
dem′ rund′ ∧ ball′
λ
rund’ ∧ ball′
λ
ch3
ch4
ch5
ist′-eine′-kiste′
spiral gesture
Figure 8 State space of interacting word agents and their values
the input ist<eine<Kiste is represented in Figure 8 as one agent ist ′-eine′-kiste′ and
does not conform to the stepwise input.
As Figure 8 shows, both the linguistic and the gestural input are read in by
increments. Based on that, the transport of the λ -expressions is guided by two aims:
first, the integration of the gesture meaning using rund′ to build up the multi-modal
definite description dem′ rund′ ∧ ball′ and to integrate it with the preposition neben′
to get neben′ dem′ rund′ ∧ ball′. Secondly, the combination of this meaning piece
with ist ′-eine′-kiste′. The compilation of the sentence meaning is due to the fronted
constituent (an original corpus datum) neben′ dem′ rund′ ∧ ball′. A more standard
German word order would be Die Kiste ist neben dem Ball (English: The box is
beside the ball.) with the subject first. In the latter case, the integration point could
be at the end of the utterance, requiring different actions among the agents and,
consequently, a different constellation of channels: then, the box-information would
communicate channel-wise with the property-information ist-neben-dem-Ball via an
output-input-facility.
be feasible that rund′ does not have to wait to be correctly attached (though as yet incomplete). We
agree that this is a viable alternative. We can also establish a solution along these lines (left out here
for reasons of space). The solutions are equivalent from a truth-conditional semantics perspective. If
one wants to have both solutions, this can be accommodated by ψ’s non-deterministic choice (not
discussed in this paper).
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Let us now delve further into the formal analysis. Recall that rund′ is supposed
to interact with ball′. As Figure 8 indicates, rund′ is communicated via ch2 to
ball′ and yields rund′∧ball′. Here is how we achieve this formally: The function <
λFλx(ball′(x)∧F(x))> is applied to the argument (ru) (‘ru’ inspired by rund),31
which must agree type-wise with the ψ-input channel ch2 and the λ -variable F :
(1) ch2 ru ch3 < λFλx(ball
′(x)∧F(x))> (ru).0
Assume further that rund′ has been computed by some λ -ψ-agent, was sent out,
and enters into (1) via ch2. Given that, we have exactly the input-structure Mx.P of
Definition 2 above. The property rund′ is substituted for the variable ru and ends
up replacing F according to λ -β -conversion. So, we get λx(ball′(x)∧ rund′(x)),
which in turn can leave via ch3, looking for an appropriate identical input-channel.
As shown in (1 (steps)) we have now, since ch2 ru is used up, ch2 ru ch3
< λx(ball′(x)∧ rund′(x)) > .0, and the resulting structure instantiates MN.P in
Definition 2 above, given suitable typing.
(1 (steps))
ch2 ru ch3 < λFλx(ball
′(x)∧F(x))> (ru).0
ch3 < λFλx(ball′(x)∧F(x))> (rund′).0 by Mx.P
ch3 < λx(ball′(x)∧ rund′(x))> .0 by λ -β -conversion
.0 by MN.P
Recall the representation of dem:
(2) ch3 br ch4 < λF(ιx(F(x)))> (br).0
It says: Via the input channel ch3 some property must come along, substitute for
br, and finally for F . Consequently, as shown in (2 (steps)), λx(ball′(x)∧ rund′(x))
can now enter via ch3 and substitute in the end for F , so that we get ιx(ball
′(x)∧
rund′(x)) for dem runden Ball, as desired. It is transported out via ch4 and can
cooperate with neben′ (for details see Section 7.1.2).
31 In the following, λ -variables are abbreviated as usual. For ψ-names (i.e., variables) we use the first
letter(s) of the constant(s) which will finally become the value of the name. We do this to facilitate
the reader’s understanding of the formulas. However, there is no inherent connection between the
ψ-name string and its final value.
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(2 (steps))
ch3 br ch4 < λF(ιx(F(x)))> (br).0
ch4 < λF(ιx(F(x)))> (λx(ball′(x)∧ rund′(x))).0 by Mx.P
ch4 < (ιx(ball′(x)∧ rund′(x)))> .0 by λ -β -conversion
.0 by MN.P
Observe that the λ -terms in (1 (steps)) and (2 (steps)) function in the end as data
entering output channels.
So far, we have demonstrated some aspects of the λ -ψ-calculus’ input-output
facility. We use it, for instance, to compute the property of a referential term and
to send it to its main function, here the definite article. In the next section, we
demonstrate the use of the concurrency operator ‘|’ and we show how the multi-
modal meaning dem′ rund′ ball′ is fused with the predication ist ′ eine′ kiste′. Due
to incrementality, the information for the prepositional phrase neben dem Ball must
“wait” until it can be so combined.
In our account, all channels and variables are typed. This plays a key role
in avoiding overgeneralization concerning speech-gesture meaning coordination.
For instance, one might worry that we cannot deal with a gesture overlap like,
say, dem Ball ist.32 Here, the gesture meaning rund′ “fires” parallel to different
speech constituents (using the replication agent ‘!’: chi.rund′.0|!chi.rund′.0).
rund′ should only fuse with ball′ but with neither dem′ nor ist ′. We achieve this by
typing of the data and i/o channels. The gesture meaning would find no appropriate
input channels for a fusion with dem′ or ist ′. In Section 7.2, we show that an
overgeneralization is also avoided if a gesture stroke is held across turns, as, for
instance, in the case of broadcasting.
7.1.2 The λ -ψ-agents and how they interact
In what follows, we illustrate the λ -ψ-agents, how they interact, and give a complete
analysis of the example. Recall that the roundish gesture intuitively expresses rund′,
but is depicting some sort of spiral. Building on our work in Pfeiffer et al. 2013, we
assume that if the spiral approximates a circle (relative to a contextually specified
threshold), then we get the gesture meaning rund′ (else, as we discuss below, we
get δ , which indicates semantic inconsistency). Elsewhere, we argue that the if-else
needs to be more complex (Lawler et al. 2017, Rieser & Lawler 2020). But to
simplify the illustration of our process algebra account, we work with the simpler
if-else.33
32 One reviewer provided this as a test case.
33 The guiding idea of the more complex if-else is that the gesture’s interpretation depends on the
extension of the accompanying speech part, for instance, the roundness interpretation depends on the
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In our analysis of the round-ball example, we number the agents according to
the multi-modal input. Importantly, ‘/*’ (after the parallel/concurrent operator |)
is not an operator but indicates the beginning of a comment. The indexing of the
channels indicates the information flow and determines the communication between
channels allowed. As we mentioned before, the typing of the channels and variables
is important, but since the typing regime is straightforward, we specify it only in
Footnote 34.34
Let us start with the neben′-agent (Agent 1).
(Agent 1)
ch4 drb ch5 ek ch6 < λxλP.P(λu(neben
′(x,u)))> (drb)(ek).0 | /∗neben′
The comment illustrates that the verbal meaning input is neben′. The prefix of
the neben′-agent begins with the input channels ch4 and ch5. (Agent 1) cannot yet
distribute information, but only internally work on incoming pieces of information.
It needs input via the input channels ch4 and ch5, before it can output something
via the output channel ch6. We use the variable drb inspired by dem runden Ball
and ek inspired by eine Kiste. For instance, dem′ rund′ ball′ will substitute for drb
and (thanks to λ -β -conversion) for x.
Due to the temporal overlap of dem and the spiral gesture, the spiral gesture
agent works concurrently with the dem′-agent, as (Agent 2) shows.
(Agent 2)
(ch3 br ch4< λF(ιxF(x))> (br).0) |ch1(spiral
′).0 | /∗dem′ and spiral gesture
The left-hand side of (Agent 2) is the already familiar dem′-agent (cf. (2) above).
The right-hand side of (Agent 2) is the spiral gesture agent and begins by outputting
spiral′ on ch1.
Ball extension. What we call the final meaning of a co-speech gesture is thus speech-dependent. For
instance, if the spiral gesture overlapped with Treppenhaus (‘staircase’), its final meaning would be
spiralig′ rather than rund′. Our proposal amounts to integrating bits of the semantic model into the
semantic representation, i.e., treating meta-language information as a parameter value in the object
language. Using structured lexical entries, for example for Ball or Treppenhaus, the approximation
functions could be provided in a more fine-grained manner by extensions using AVMs in the obvious
way, and the relevant extension could be tied to some specific (dialogue) context. Lawler et al. 2017
and Rieser & Lawler 2020 develop these ideas in more detail.
34 The following channels and variables are of T<e>: ch4, drb, r, u, v, x.
The following channels, variables, and constants are of T<e,t>: ch1, ch1, ch2, ch2, ch3, ch3, F ,
G, H, ball′, circle′, rund′, ru, spiral′, sp, br, z.
The following constant is of T<e,<e,t>>: neben′.
The following channels and variables are of T<<e,t>,t>: ch5, ch5, ek, P .
The following variable is of T<<e,t>,<<e,t>,t>>: Q.
The following channel is of T<t>: ch6.
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spiral′ will enter ch1 of (Agent 3), which is the approximation if-else agent, to
substitute for sp (inspired by spiral).
ch1 sp. if < λ z∃x∃r(z = spiral
′∧ (approximates( fc(spiral′),c,x) = r)
∧ r ≥ thresholdc∧ circle′(x))> (sp) then ch2 rund′.0
else δ |/∗spiral′ going to rund′ or δ .
(Agent 3)
(Agent 3) contains an if-then-else construction working as follows: If the input
to ch1, instantiating sp, yields spiral
′ = spiral′, and the projection of spiral′,
fc(spiral′), approximates circle′ in context c to degree r ≥ thresholdc in c, then
rund′ is output on ch2, else we get the deadlock δ , and there is no follow-up action.
In our example, the if-clause is satisfied and thus rund′ is output via ch2. rund′
can now enter via ch2 and ru into (Agent 4), which is the already familiar ball
′-
agent (cf. (1) above).35
(Agent 4) ch2 ru ch3 < λFλx(ball
′(x)∧F(x))> (ru).0 | /∗ball′
rund′ substitutes for ru and (thanks to λ -β -conversion) for the λ -variable F ,
and we get λx(ball′(x)∧ rund′(x)) as the multi-modal meaning of ball and the
concurrent spiral gesture (which was interpreted as rund′).
λx(ball′(x)∧ rund′(x)) can now move onto the output channel ch3 and commu-
nicate the property to the dem′-agent (Agent 2). As seen in (2 (steps)), λx(ball′(x)∧
rund′(x)) substitutes for br. After λ -β -conversion, we get ιx(ball′(x)∧ rund′(x)),
which can leave via ch4.
The result so far is the multi-modal representation of a round ball. The neben′-
agent (Agent 1) is now in a position to accept input because the other agents have
done their duties. Via ch4, ιx(ball′(x)∧ rund′(x)) substitutes for drb and moves
into the argument slot of neben′. This yields:
ch5 ek ch6 < λP.P(λu(neben
′(ιx(ball′(x)∧ rund′(x)),u)))> (ek).0 |
The input channel ch5 needs input before ch6 can output something. The ist
′-
eine′-kiste′ representation can enter ch5, substitute for ek, and, finally, move into
the λ -variable position P .
35 The gesture information is treated as a modifier of the noun-semantics ball′. Although our system
differs substantially from Giorgolo (2010)’s, our solution is similar to the one Giorgolo (2010:
pp. 93-98) proposed for two in two towers.
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Let us turn to the ist ′-eine′-kiste′-agent (Agent 5).
ch5 < (λQ.Q(λu ∃v(v = u)))((λFGH ∃r(F(r)∧G(r)
∧H(r))) kiste′)> .0 | /∗ist′-eine′-kiste′
(Agent 5)
(Agent 5) must yield a formula conforming to the output channel ch5. The
datum which ch5 will in the end have to transport is computed from the term
involving the identity for the predication ist (λQ.Q(λu ∃v(v= u))) and its argument
(< λFGH ∃r(F(r)∧G(r)∧H(r)) > kiste′). The argument has itself a functor-
argument structure. Its functor represents the existential quantification for eine and
the argument kiste′ encodes its restriction. We first evaluate the argument and get
kiste′ inside the formula substituting for F , which results in λGH ∃r(kiste′(r)∧
G(r)∧H(r)). We now have two λ -bound predicate positions left, G and H, and thus a
formula of the type we need for λ -β -conversion with (λQ.Q(λu ∃v(v = u))), given
suitable typing. Applying the functor (λQ.Q(λu ∃v(v= u))) to the argument results
in λGH ∃r(kiste′(r)∧G(r)∧H(r)) being a functor for the argument (λu ∃v(v= u)).
The argument is of a type matching that of G. Hence, we arrive at λH ∃r(kiste′(r)∧
(λu ∃v(v = u))(r)∧H(r)), which is equivalent to λH ∃r(kiste′(r)∧∃v(v = r)∧
H(r)).
Assuming consistent typing, λH ∃r(kiste′(r)∧∃v(v = r)∧H(r)) is a suitable
expression to go on the output channel ch5. This representation of ist eine Kiste
enters the input-channel ch5 (on the neben
′-agent, (Agent 1)), substitutes for ek, and
finally moves into the λ -position P . This concludes the channel-communication;
after standard λ -β -conversions, we end up with the following λ -expression, a single
type-theoretical proposition for a multi-modal utterance:
ch6 < ∃r(kiste′(r)∧∃v(v = r)∧neben′(ιx(ball′(x)∧ rund′(x)),r))> .0 |
This proposition is the multi-modal representation of Neben dem Ball ist eine
Kiste accompanied by the roundish gesture. The proposition is ready for output via
the output channel ch6, for instance, to interact with other (multi-modal) meaning
contributions. Importantly, the multi-modal representation entails the speech meaning
∃r(kiste′(r)∧∃v(v = r)∧neben′(ιx(ball′(x)),r)).
This concludes our formal analysis of the Neben dem Ball ist eine Kiste example.
In the next subsection, we say more about the role of δ .
7.1.3 The role of deadlock δ
Finally, let us take a closer look at the approximation if-else agent (Agent 3).
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ch1 sp. if < λ z∃x∃r(z = spiral
′∧ (approximates( fc(spiral′),c,x) = r)
∧ r ≥ thresholdc∧ circle′(x))> (sp) then ch2 rund′.0
else δ |/∗spiral′ going to rund′ or δ .
(Agent 3)
In our example analysis, we assume that the antecedent of the if-else is true;
the spiral gesture approximates a circle. The consequent then outputs rund′ for the
gesture. However, if the approximation of the projection of spiral′, fc(spiral′), is
below a thresholdc, i.e., the gesture is not round enough, then deadlock δ results.
Recall that δ is used for semantic violation. After δ no further action is possible.
Consequently, the flow of information gets stuck, and we do not obtain a multi-modal
meaning because of a failed co-speech gesture interpretation.
Another case where deadlock would arise can be observed in our corpus data.
There are cases where gestures contradict speech. In the following datum (Table 4),
it is discussed what the fountain depicted in Figure 9 looks like.36
12:42-G Router-Giver Das sieht dann aus wie [zwei umgedrehte Tassen.]
12:42-E This then looks like [two upside-down cups].
12:42-LH & RH [Each hand shapes a right-way-up cup.]
13:28-G Follower: Brunnen . . . ist hellblau und [besteht aus zwei umge-
drehten Tassen.]
13:28-E The fountain . . . is light blue and [has two upside-
down cups.]
13:28-LH & RH [Each hand shapes an upside-down cup.]
13:34-G Route-Giver: [Säule mit so ner umgedrehten Untertasse]
13:34-E [Pillar with such an upside-down cup]
13:28-LH [LH shapes a right-way-up cup.]
Table 4 An excerpt from a route-description from the SaGA corpus (min. 12:42-
13:34) plus the relevant gestures. Gesture overlaps are marked with
aligned [] brackets.
That umgedrehte Tassen is accompanied with a gesture shaping a right-way-up
cup would yield δ . Contradictory information cannot be joined. Interestingly, when
the Follower repeats the fountain description, he gesticulates upside-down cups.
The Route-Giver apparently notices that. When he corrects the Follower’s repetition
in (13:34-E), the Route-Giver reproduces the original speech-gesture mismatch:
36 The video for this datum cannot be made available due to protection of privacy.
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Figure 9 Fountain described in Table 4.
an upside-down cup expressed in speech, combined with a gesture indicating a
right-way-up cup. In fact, the fountain features objects that look like right-way-up
cups (cf. Figure 9). So, the Route-Giver’s speech is incorrect but not the gesture. We
don’t know how to model such cases yet.
7.2 Broadcasting and multi-modal anaphora
So far, we were concerned with intra-propositional matters observable from the
study data. However, in the transcript in Table 1 (p. 9) we have other phenomena, like
the re-use of gesture information and multi-modal anaphora, that the λ -ψ-calculus
can adequately model. Perhaps the most conspicuous trait in the transcript is the
holding of a round shape, associated with Teich (‘pond’) across seven contributions
and two turns. We have argued that the meaning of LH’s gesture needs to be re-used.
Without upholding its meaning, the meaning contribution of RH’s gestures cannot be
properly understood. For instance, RH’s gesture only represents the driving around
the pond if LH continues to represent the pond. Without going into all technical
details, which are reserved for a follow-up paper, we sketch how our account can be
used to model such a case of broadcasting.
From (1-LH), we get the rund′ information conveyed by the L-Handshape O. It
arguably modifies einen Teich. It is communicated that the pond is round. The left
hand is held in this O shape across the following turns. As we suggested earlier, the
round information is not just communicated once. Due to the gesture hold, the rund′
information is provided across dialogue contributions and turns. We can model this
by applying the replication operator ‘!’ to the semantic information rund′.37 The
replication operator emits a copy of an agent and continues with a replication. So,
37 A reviewer pointed out that Lascarides & Stone 2009 use the notion replication as follows: “[ . . . ]
Replication, which relates successive gestures that use the body in the same way to depict the same
entities.” (p. 406) This probably covers McNeill (2000)’s catchments, not mentioned in their paper.
Despite the terminological coincidence, this is different from our notion which is bound to post-holds
of a single gesture. Also, the technical realization is entirely different.
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using chi for an output channel and rund′ for the replicated information, we get
(Agent 1 (Broadcasting)).
(Agent 1 (Broadcasting)) ! chi λ z.rund′(z).0
(Agent 1 (Broadcasting)) enables the rund′ information to be distributed. This
expands to chi λ z.rund′(z).0 |! chi λ z.rund′(z).0.
For (1-G), we can provide (Agent 2 (Broadcasting)), using ru (‘ru’ inspired by
rund).
(Agent 2 (Broadcasting)) chi ru chj < λF∃x(teich
′(x)∧F(x))> (ru).0
If we input λ z.rund′(z) as substitute for ru, we arrive at ∃x(teich′(x)∧rund′(x)).
By an anaphora rule, as suggested in Poesio & Rieser 2011: sec. 5.4, we introduce
the definite ιx(teich′(x)∧ rund′(x)) for da in drauf in (2-G). Furthermore, da will
be rendered as a constant n, where n = ιx(teich′(x)∧ rund′(x)).
Now we have two options: We can say that !chiλ z.rund′(z).0 continues to
generate rund′, but its role has been semantically fulfilled. It is only there for
information-structural reasons (e.g., to hold the topic, which we do not deal with
here). The other option is that we use another λ z.rund′(z) as an input test for the
definite description. It, so to speak, controls whether the rund′ information is correct,
and that is all it has to do. This amounts to using (Agent 3 (Broadcasting)) for
anaphora.
(Agent 3 (Broadcasting))
chi ru chj < λFιx(teich
′(x)∧ rund′(x) = F(x))> (ru).0
In (2-G), we have the expression an diesem Teich. Having used the replication
operator and eliminating the test-rund′ due to the equivalence rund′(x) = F(x), we
get (Agent 4 (Broadcasting)).
(Agent 4 (Broadcasting)) chj < ιx(teich′(x)∧ rund′(x))> (ru).0
This yields diesem runden Teich, again confirming to the rund′ gesture. In (2-G),
we also have one occurrence of the anaphora da in drauf. The da-anaphora gets the
rund′-information from the multi-modal antecedent diesem runden Teich.38
38 We agree with a reviewer that rund′ might, after the first integration, itself represent the round
pond. We view this as a metonymy of the sort ‘property for specific object,’, i.e., rund′ for
dem′(runden′(teich′)), which we cannot deal with in this paper. It would imply a map from rund′ to
dem′(rundem′(teich′)) triggered by an anaphora rule.
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In (3-G) and (4-G), the rund′-property is held suspended without being used in a
linguistic construction, but we still need a copy of it for further use. This is again a
replication case. We thus have (Agent 5 (Broadcasting)) for dort ′ in (4-G).
(Agent 5 (Broadcasting))
chi ru chj(dort
′ = < λFιx(teich′(x)∧ rund′(x) = F(x))> (ru)).0
In (5-G), we also get rund′ for den Teich and Rechts herum from its nearest
multi-modal antecedent in (2-G) and from the L-Handshape O. This is modeled
by an identity rund′antecedent = rund
′
current L-Handshape O in the definite description.
It presupposes that we compute the L-Handshape O-semantics. We get (Agent 6
(Broadcasting)).
chi ru chj < (λg( f ahren
′(du′,λF(um′(ιx(teich′(x) ∧
rund′(x) = F(x)))))(g))> (ru).0
(Agent 6 (Broadcasting))
For da′ in (6-G), roundness is implicitly used, meaning a position at the pond,
coming from the L-Handshape O-semantics being still active. So, we get (Agent 7
(Broadcasting)) — overloading our notation which we have used so far with a vector
semantics concept.
chi (da′ = n∧n ∈ | chi ru chj < (λg( f ahren
′(du′,
λF(um′(ιx(teich′(x) ∧
rund′(x) = F(x))))))(g))> (ru).0 |).0
(Agent 7 (Broadcasting))
Here, | chi ru chj < (λg [ . . . ] |— which needs to be distinguished from the
replication operator — indicates the finite set of sections of a trajectory around the
pond starting with the beginning of the driving′.
In (8-G), we have an autonomous occurrence of rund′ by L-Handshape O again
for dort, which is further broadcasted for use later on depending on the replication
operator.
To sum up, rund′ communicated with a posthold held across several contributions
is used for several multi-modal semantic representations. In these representations,
rund′ can either stem from the replicated gesture meaning or from anaphora resolu-
tion. The latter amounts to integrating rund′ in the anaphora first and then using it as
a test as in Agent 3 (Broadcasting), Agent 5 (Broadcasting), Agent 6 (Broadcasting),
and Agent 7 (Broadcasting).
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This concludes our presentation of the process algebra account and its application
to speech-gesture meaning coordination. In the final section, we point to other cases
of multi-modal meaning that could, in principle, be modeled with our account.
8 Concluding remarks and future research
In this paper, we have identified substantial challenges for speech-gesture mean-
ing coordination via a temporal constraint (combined with prosody information).
Gesture strokes can come too early or too late or may not be affiliated with any
speech parts, and we might need to integrate gesture information more than once.
We have proposed to implement a process algebra account for modeling the meaning
coordination. This account analyzes speech and gesture as independent concurrent
processes that can flexibly communicate with each other and more than once. It
enables the incremental analysis of both speech and gesture and their interaction.
Importantly, our account is tied neither to our working hypotheses about co-speech
gestures nor to the λ -(ψ-)calculus. Other analyses of gesture meaning could be used
to specify the data terms for gestures. The ψ-meaning carriers could be used for
transporting data terms other than λ -terms (provided that an alternative to λ -β con-
version is given), and the interfacing of gesture meaning and speech meaning could
be constructed differently. This makes our approach a powerful general modeling of
multi-modal meaning.
We used the λ -ψ-calculus to model multi-modal meaning in the case of co-
speech iconic gestures. But the calculus is not limited to this case. Other suit-
able domains are pointing gestures (e.g., for reference resolution), communicative
eye-movements, eye gazes, or eye blinks (e.g., for reference resolution or other
communicative functions), facial expressions (e.g., for communicating emotions
or attitudes), nuclear accents (e.g., for emphasis), intonation (e.g., for indicating
irony), or laughter, and perhaps much more. Another possible application of our
account might be the interaction of manual signs and non-manual markers in sign
languages.39 For instance, in American Sign Language lifting one’s eyebrows is
aligned with asking questions. In principle, the meaning communicated by all these
modalities could be represented in a λ -ψ-rendering as agents. The asynchrony,
blocking, and broadcasting problem for these forms of embodied communication is
very similar to speech-gesture meaning coordination, and their modeling would also
depend on exact time-stamped and annotated data. These domains together open
up a perspective of considering natural communication as always involving multi-
modality of various sorts and treating it as a dynamic network of communicating
processes.
39 We owe this suggestion to Chris Barker.
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In the course of the paper, we have indicated potential future research. We will
focus on three topics in our future research, namely, the speech-dependence of ges-
ture, anaphora involving gesture, and new application domains for our framework:
The first topic is concerned with modeling the claim that gesture meaning is depen-
dent on or constrained by its accompanying speech meaning. We are developing an
account which implies a considerable extension and further empirical grounding of
the theory presented here (Rieser & Lawler 2020). This work on gesture meaning
dependency will be followed by a theory dealing with broadcasting and anaphora
resolution in multi-modal dialogue. Last but not least, the additional application
domains of our process algebra account outlined above are worth exploring, such as
an application to sign languages.
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